TEAM BUILDING
CIRCUS SKILLS, PHYSICALITY and CREATIVITY WORKSHOPS
with The Dust Palace

If your company is seeking out an innovative and
unique approach to building a stronger working
core, then The Dust Palace offers a comprehensive
and varied Team Building Experience that can be
personalized to best match your team's unique
needs. With three different avenues to choose from,
you can focus on Circus Skills, Body Work, or
Creation.
Circus Skills offers a look at developing movements
that focus on balance, patterns, rhythms and timing.
Finding a consistency that performs is key to
creating a team of individuals who can accomplish a
goal dynamically and reliably. Groups will learn how
to work with each other's unique abilities to hone
individual skills.
Body Work zones in on exploring the intricacies of
the body in the air. The experience aids individuals
to be aware of fitness, flexibility, and core control.
The understanding of one's own strengths and
weaknesses will aid him/her in developing a sense
of ability. Understanding how they can contribute to
a group dynamic the most effectively as well as
create the best avenue for self-improvement.

Finally, Creation looks at all of specifics and details into devising an act of creation and how ensemble
work is key for success in the long run. Starting from a skeleton idea and developing a moving
product will teach a team how to interact constructively and effectively to display the best possible
outcome to onlookers. An Image can make or break an idea and it takes a solid understanding of each
team member to produce the perfect picture.
Every avenue gives a fresh perspective on how to achieve a more tight-knit team force using the
circus basics of spotting, body awareness, group observation, and problem-solving. All of these
options can be brought into your working environment or can be hosted at the Dust Palace
headquarters in Penrose.

To schedule your next Team Building Experience please
contact Eve Gordon on 021822236 or
eve@thedustpalace.co.nz

